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PHIG Subcommittee of PHNA 

Meeting with Parkview Residents 
Tuesday, June 17, 2014 

Prepared by Carolyn Keefe 

 

 

Participants:  Residents and Manager of Parkview Apartments, Leah Golby, Doug Bullock, Carolyn Keefe  
 

Overview: 
• Doug provided information about recent actions and activities by Albany County (similar to that provided at the June 

PHNA meeting) and handed out materials from the Department of Aging. 

• Leah helped to fill in details as needed and to facilitate questions from participants. 

• Below are some responses and questions grouped by larger areas of concern. 

• Carolyn followed up by providing information to Kathy Baker (manager), Beth Allison (resident association 

president), and Phil Rich about the Off Campus Hotline and the Field Goods program for farm fresh foods. 

• Overall a thoughtful exploration of concerns and ideas unique to their living experience. Kathy, Beth, and Phil also 

asked to be put on the PHIG email list and will be sharing updates/info with other residents. 

 

Crime Prevention 

• Concerns included perceived tendency to dismiss incidents and or not follow up on issues; at least one resident had 

been mugged in Washington Park (many residents are elderly or disabled, so they are more vulnerable to crime); 

and perception that patrol activities seemed to stop at Quail St rather than come down to Lake. 

• Leah explained that residents are the best resource for keeping the neighborhoods safe and explained that the 

Albany Community Policing Committee held community meetings regularly. 

• We also explained that there is a new NEU officer in the neighborhood and management could reach out to him for 

a meeting with residents. 

 

Physical Infrastructure 

• Concerns included the state of the sidewalks, poor lighting at night, excessive litter and dog droppings, broken glass, 

asphalt between sidewalks and streets, plant overgrowth, and abandoned animals.   

• Since, many residents are elderly or disabled, the state of the sidewalks is especially problematic, particularly in 

winter where uncleared snow at the curb cuts can cause major problems for getting around.  Another concern 

included the difficulty the vision impaired have with crossing streets around the city after getting off busses. 

• On resident noted that moving just a few blocks from off Lake near New Scotland really highlighted for him the 

neglected feel of the neighborhood. 

 

Mental Health Resources 

• Since some residents struggle with mental health issues, they are very much aware that resources are limited.   

• They feel that the Mobile Crisis Center does not provide adequate response and would like more information about 

Mental Health Resource. 

 

Student Behavior 

• Among the concerns expressed about student behavior was the tendency of students to stand on roofs and throw 

cans off them.  Residents were concerned both about the safety of the students (given the poor state of the housing) 

and about the noise levels at night and lack of consideration shown by some students. 

• Carolyn explained that they should definitely call the police (non-emergency number) when they see unsafe and 

inappropriate behavior by students.  She then explained about the Off Campus Hotline and her 20 years of 

experience with it.  Residents were unfamiliar with the hot line and had apparently not thought to call the police 

about behavior issues.  Carolyn sent information about the Off Campus Hotline to the manager. 
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Code Enforcement 

• Residents remarked on the poor state of the housing in the neighborhood.  This gave us a chance to explain about 

the City’s Code Compliance pilot project. 

 

Possible Amenities/Businesses 

• Among the ideas residents had for improving the neighborhood was a grocery store with fresh produce (meat, fish, 

deli) or a Farmers Market at the Lake Ave end of Washington Park (or Pine Hills Park, which may be too far for 

some).  Carolyn suggested that they look into having Parkview become a drop off site for Field Goods farm deliveries 

and sent info about that to the manager. 

• Many also discussed the need for some sort of exercise facility (though one may be built onsite). 

• They would like to see nicer restaurants as well. 

• One resident asked if there was a community garden nearby (the closest is several blocks away). 

 

 


